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QUESTION 1

You have an item that is a component of several bills of materials (BOMs). You need to change the item number of the
item in all the BOMs that use the item. 

Which process should you use? 

A. Recalculate BOM levels 

B. Change BOM item 

C. Change formula item 

D. Corrections 

Correct Answer: B 

Change a BOM item 

You can make changes or add new items to the bills of materials (BOMs) that you select. 

1.

 Click Inventory management > Periodic > Bills of materials > Change BOM item. 

2.

 Click Select to choose the items in all the BOMs that you want to replace (select Overwrite in the Update lines list), or
that you want to have an item appended to in the BOMs (select Append in the Update lines list). 

3.

 Click Edit BOM line to see which BOMs will be affected by the changes. Delete the BOMs that you do not want to be
affected by the changes. 

4.

 When Append is selected, set the From item number valid until calendar to specify how long the existing BOM item will
be valid. Then, set the To item number valid from calendar to indicate the date from which the BOMs with the appended
item will be valid. 

5.

 Click OK to make the changes 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to configure item reservations based on the last in, first out (LIFO) principle. 

Which two parameters should you enable? Each correct answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Same batch selection 
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B. Backward from ship date 

C. FIFO date-controlled 

D. FEFO date-controlled 

Correct Answer: BC 

If you select the Date-controlled check box in the Item model groups form, the inventory reservation is controlled by a
sorting date according to the FIFO principle. If you also select the Backward from ship date check box, the inventory is
reserved backward from the desired ship date according to the principle of last in, first out (LIFO). 

 

QUESTION 3

You plan to create a sales order for an item. 

Currently, you do not have the item on hand, but you have a purchase order for the item. 

You need to ensure that the item can be reserved against the purchase order. 

What should you do? 

A. From the Accounts payable parameters form, set Reservation to Automatic. 

B. From the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form, select Reserve items automatically. 

C. From the Accounts receivable parameters form, set Reservation to Automatic. 

D. From the Inventory and warehouse management parameters form, select Reserve ordered items. 

Correct Answer: D 

Inventory and warehouse management parameters (form) [AX 2012] Field: Reserve ordered items Select this check box
to reserve item receipts that are ordered against item issues in Accounts receivable, Project management and
accounting, and Production control. If you clear this check box, you can reserve only items that have been physically
received. 

 

QUESTION 4

You need to set up a bill of materials (BOM) to meet the following requirements: 

When fewer than 500 pieces of a BOM item are produced, the production cost must be 6.78 US dollars for each item. 

When 500 pieces or more of a BOM item are produced, the production cost must be 6.52 US dollars for each item. 

What should you do? 

A. Create one BOM version that has the per series field on each line set to 500. Create a second BOM version that has
the per series field on each line set to 1. 

B. Create one BOM version that has a from qty. of 0. Create a second BOM version that has a from qty. of 500. 

C. Create one BOM version that has the Quantity field on each line set to 500. Create a second BOM version that has
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the Quantity field on each line set to 1. 

D. Create one BOM version that has the per series field set to 500 on each line that is specific to the BOM when 500
pieces or more are produced, and has the Per series field set to 1 for each line when less than 500 pieces are
produced. 

Correct Answer: C 

BOM versions and lines (form) [AX 2012] 

/ Field: Per Series 

Number of units for which the Quantity field is valid. 

Example 

If the quantity is 1, the unit is liter, and per series is 100, one liter of the item is required to produce 100 finished BOM
items. 

/ Field: Quantity 

The number of items included in one unit, or one series of the BOM item. If the quantity is calculated per series, indicate
the basis of the series in the Per series field. 

Example 

If a BOM item is generally referred to in 100-pound packages, and there are 10 pounds of component item A per
100-pound package, the quantity would be 10 per series 100. In production, it involves a gain of the current item; in 

consumption, it is a negative quantity. 

 

QUESTION 5

You need to identify the minimum number of warehouses that must exist before you can create a transfer order? 

How many should you identify? 

A. 1 

B. 2 

C. 3 D. 4 

Correct Answer: B 

You use transfer orders to handle items that are in transit between warehouses within the same company, but across
different geographical sites. You can manage transfer orders from the Transfer orders form. 

The shipping point and the receiving point are always of the Warehouse type. 
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